NIROPS Closeout Meeting
Final Agenda
Wednesday, November 3, 2010
Bear Valley/Sunset Mtn Conference Room
Boise NF Supervisor’s Office
Boise, ID

8:30 AM
• Welcome and Opening Remarks (Tom Mellin)
• NICC Summary (Kim Christensen)
• The View From the Field (Todd Richardson T2 IC RMA Team A)
• NIROPS Overview: 2010 Fire Season
  o GACC reports (GACC IR Liaisons)
  o Pilots’ report (Dan Johnson)
  o IR Technicians’ report (Woody Smith/Kaz Kazimir/David Chamberlain)
• RSAC report (Tom Zajkowski/Brad Quayle)
  o Future Sensors
  o N182Z update
  o RSAC restructuring
  o Firehawk
• Canadian Support (Melinda McGann/Bob Malcolm)

LUNCH 11:30-13:00
• USGS Fire Activities (Jeff Sloan/Stan Wilds)
• NASA Activity update (Vince Ambrosia)
• WAI - Wide Area Imager (John Green)
• Lockheed Martin sensor (Doug Pasquan)
• UAS demos (Dave Yoel)
• UAS demos (Tom Zajkowski)

• Tacit View (2D3) – move to TFRSAC if necessary

• Identification of additional Operational Issues for discussion on Thursday NIROPS family meeting (Tom Mellin)

• Wrap-up (Tom Mellin)

NIROPS Closeout Meeting
Final Agenda
Thursday, November 4, 2010
Bear Valley/Sunset Mtn Conference Room
Boise NF Supervisor’s Office
Boise, ID

8:30 AM (Concurrent)

• NIROPS Family Meeting

• TFRSAC Meeting